Morphogenesis of the long tail fibers of bacteriophage T2 involves proteolytic processing of the polypeptide (gene product 37) constituting the distal part of the fiber.
Gene 37 of phage T2 codes for a protein that, as a dimer, constitutes the most distal, receptor-recognizing part of its long tail fibers. It was found that, from a plasmid carrying a fragment of gene 37 that lacked a region of the gene encoding 87 CO2H-terminal amino acid residues, a protein was expressed that was slightly larger than that present in the phage. This size difference could not be accounted for. The missing region of gene 37 and also gene 38 (which codes for the auxiliary protein required for dimerization of protein 37) were cloned. Plasmids were constructed with gene 37, or gene 37 together with gene 38, under inducible control. Independent of the presence of the latter gene, a protein was produced that had the same size as protein 37 in the phage. A pulse-chase experiment revealed that a precursor of protein 37 is synthesized and processed such that approximately 120 amino acid residues, most likely CO2H-terminal, are removed. Therefore, the protein produced from the truncated gene was larger because it cannot be processed. This fact also solved an old puzzle: an amber fragment of protein 37 of phage T2 had been found to be larger than the mature protein. The amber codon could be located 24 codons away from the normal stop codon. Obviously, the fragment cannot be processed. The existence of this fragment demonstrates that processing occurs during phage maturation.